Abstract We analyze the geographic location of 77,451 different Italian surnames (17,579,891 individuals) obtained from the lists of telephone subscribers of the year 1993.
Our methodology can be generalized to countries where family names are patrilineally inherited, enabling the fast design of surname samples representative of the population living in given areas at the time of family names introduction. By typing the corresponding Y-chromosomes, it is possible to better depict past anthropological variation and to identify ancient population structures otherwise hidden by migratory flows.
Ho visto un lampo illuminare scene del futuro. Gli anni mi dividono in sparse parti. Il numero sapessi lascia tracce.
I have seen a flash enlightening the future. The years split me in scattered fragments. The number, you know, leaves its imprint.
-Franco Battiato, "Scherzo in Minore" (2001) For over 50 years, surname studies have had a long-lasting tradition both in anthropology and population genetics, as they provide a costless and efficient method to describe some aspects of the genetic and demographic variability of populations (for a review of such studies, see Cavalli-Sforza et al. 2004 and Darlu et al. 2012 ). More recently and in the frame of molecular studies focused on the variability of the Y-chromosome, the study of surnames gained new prominence and has been advocated to design more careful sampling strategies (Boattini et al. 2010; Manni et al. 2005) . Nowadays the technological constraints related to DNA typing are becoming negligible, thus allowing more energy for a meticulous collection of the samples.
In the last years, several British scholars have been particularly active in exploring the link existing between surnames of patrilineal descent and the variability of the non-recombining portion of the Y-chromosome (Graf et al. 2010; Jobling 2001; Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003; King et al. 2006; Jobling 2009a, 2009b; Martínez-González et al. 2012; McEvoy and Bradley 2006; Sykes and Irven 2000; Winney et al. 2012) . In particular, King and Jobling (2009a) examined the Y-chromosome diversity among the bearers of forty specific British surnames and observed that the degree of co-ancestry increases with the rareness of the surname.
More generally, surnames collected from historical records and pedigrees have been used to increase the "archaeogenetic" power of anthropological studies (Bedoya et al. 2006; Boattini et al. 2011; Bowden et al. 2008; Darlu et al. 2012; Hill et al. 2000; Moore et al. 2006; Shlush et al. 2008; Zei et al. 2003) , similarly to the investigations addressing the transmission of Mendelian traits and/or complex diseases in isolated populations (Angius et al. 2001; Colonna et al. 2007; Mocci et al. 2009; Traglia et al. 2009 ). Unfortunately, the analysis of historical records and pedigrees is time-demanding and, besides specific research projects, discourages a wider effort to depict the genetic variability of the past.
To overcome this limitation, Manni et al. (2005) introduced a general surname method (General Method) providing a fast and efficient identification of those geographical areas that remained genetically closer to their past genetic makeup: in other words where immigration has been less intense. When studies about past DNA variability are undertaken, this method enables the design of a more efficient Y-chromosome sampling, because donors can be selected according to the geographic origin of their patrilineal ancestor (being such inference limited to the interval spanning from the present to the time of surname introduction). By using Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), a clustering technique based on neural networks (Kaski 1997; Kohonen 1982 Kohonen , 1984 , Manni et al. (2005) examined the whole surname body of The Netherlands all at once and without the need of any historical or genealogical insight. This study enabled the identification of groups of surnames sharing the same geographic origin and an identical migration history, allowing the targeting of individuals still living in the area where their surname originated (in other words "autochthonous"-for an application see Manni and Toupance 2010) . Manni et al. (2005) suggested that the degree of autochthony can considerably vary from zone to zone, being influenced by geographical and historical factors that result in differential patterns of migration.
If the General Method improves the accuracy of biodemographical inference, it also enables the estimation of more reliable population structures, as polyphyletic surnames (that are spelled in the same way though having multiple independent origins) can be identified and their confounding effect controlled. To say it differently, Y-chromosome studies can benefit from the definition of lists of donors representative of the area considered, thus virtually sampling a population as it was at the time of surname introduction.
Recently, Boattini et al. (2010) and Rodriguez-Diaz and Blanco Villegas (2010) have applied the General Method to isolated Italian and Spanish populations to unravel otherwise totally hidden ancient genetic structures. These two studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the General Method in dissecting population structures even at a micro-geographic level. With respect to the methodology of Manni et al. (2005) , a final validation is required as the databases analyzed so far were of a low complexity, either because they concerned small geographic areas (Boattini et al. 2010, Rodriguez-Diaz and Blanco Villegas 2010) or because they implied a limited temporal depth, as in The Netherlands where surnames were officially introduced by Napoleon. Finally, the geographical complexity (hydrography and orography) of the areas embraced by these three studies was negligible, thus leaving the performance of the General Method untested in more challenging geographic regions.
In this paper we apply the general surname method of Manni et al. (2005) to one of the most awkward data set available, that is the surnames of the Italian population. Italy has one of the highest amounts of different surnames (ϳ330,000) of any country (De Felice 1980 , is geographically very diverse with two major chains of mountains (the Alps and the Appennines), and has very extended coastlines (ϳ7460 km) (see Figure 1 ). To add to this complexity, many dialects are spoken in Italy, and their diversity, between and within varieties, is probably the highest of all Table 1 . Major Italian cities and some regions mentioned in the text are labeled. A small map about the main geographic features of the country is reported at the bottom (with average altitudes above the sea level: "High," "Medium," "Low").
Europe. It may have had an influence on surname variability as family names are also words (Manni et al. 2006 (Manni et al. , 2008 . By studying Italy after The Netherlands, we adopt an approach by country that may be questionable as it does not correspond to the outcomes of more comprehensive population studies pointing to the weakness of geographical operational units defined according to political borders, as it is the case with nations. Nevertheless and concerning Western Europe, Cheshire et al. (2011) demonstrate that country borders and cultural zones overlap almost exactly: a consequence of the strong nationalist policies pursued for centuries. In this context, Italy offers several layers of diversity, its identity being a blend composed by long-lasting remnants of regionalism. In fact, the modern Italian state was created only 150 years ago from a large number of independent states that all had a rather long history.
The purpose of this paper is 4-fold: (1) to automatically identify, through the SOMs clustering technique, those Italian surnames that unambiguously originated in each of the 95 Italian provinces (plus the Republic of San Marino) at the time of surname introduction (13th-17th centuries); (2) to crosscheck this SOMs-based inference with a data bank of monophyletic surnames previously assembled with a more elaborate and supervised approach (see Methods) by some of us (AL, OF, GZ); (3) to compare our retrospective inference to the present-day distribution of surnames in order to describe the migrations that took place in the last centuries; and (4) to identify the provinces that, today, are more "autochthonous" with respect to the Medieval and Renaissance period, that is when surnames spread.
By validating the General Method we advocate its use to safely and rapidly reconstruct, through migration matrices, the population mobility of any area or country where surnames of patrilineal descent are available. As we will discuss, this methodology may constitute the backbone for a trustworthy depiction of ancient and remote Y-chromosome variability.
Materials and Methods
Surnames in Italy. The origin and diffusion of most Italian surnames are related to the Ecumenical Council of the Roman Catholic Church held in Trento (Italy) from 1545 to 1563. After the Council of Trento, all parishes had to keep exhaustive birth and marriage records (death and census records became compulsory in 1614). Even if the late 16th century can be considered the beginning of Italian surnames, temporal differences exist over the country. While in rural or mountainous areas (e.g., the Central Apennines) their use started in the 16th/17th century, birth and marriage records are documented in several urban areas (e.g., Venice and Florence) as early as the 12/13th century. Temporal differences also relate to social status because, as in other European countries, prominent social groups generally had family names long before lower social classes. Anyway, the majority of Italian surnames can be traced back to the beginning of the 17th century and have a time depth of four centuries at least.
The Database. The database analyzed here was extracted from the complete national telephone directory of the year 1993 (SEAT-Società Elenchi Abbonati al Telefono) accounting for 18,554,688 subscribers (ϳ33% of the whole population of that year). To infer the geographical origin of surnames, a frequency-gradient based on their current geographical distribution (see below) was necessary; therefore those family names having a frequency lower than 20 occurrences were excluded from the study as the corresponding frequency-gradient could have been misleading as stochastic phenomena were likely to weaken computed gradients. Such cut-off value is based on empiric experience (Manni et al. 2005 ), but slightly different ones (18, 19, 21, 22 occurrences) would have yielded similar results. Furthermore, we note that the surnames excluded from the analysis correspond to 5.25% of the whole total with a similar percentage region-by-region, meaning that the results of the analysis are not geographically biased.
The database finally analyzed consisted of 77,451 different surnames corresponding to 17,579,891 individuals (31% of the Italian population of that time). Data were processed according to 96 operational units ( Figure 1 and Table 1) , that is the 95 administrative subdivisions (provinces) existing in 1993 plus the Most Serene Republic of San Marino, the oldest surviving constitutional Republic of the world located in the northeastern part of the Italian peninsula. Small islands could not be addressed as they never constitute autonomous provinces.
Automatic Identification of the Geographical Origin of Surnames by SOMs
Data Inputs. The automatic geographical clustering of Italian surnames has been obtained with SOMs, a technique derived from neural networks and based on "competitive learning" (Kohonen, 1982 (Kohonen, , 1984 . The methodology, briefly described in the next section, is an adaptive process in which the cells (neurons) of a network (map) gradually become sensitive to different input-vectors that are finally mapped to the neurons that best describe them. In our case the input-vectors are the 77,451 different Italian surnames of the database whose 96 components correspond to their weighted frequency in the 95 Italian provinces plus the Republic of San Marino. The weighted frequencies were obtained as follows.
(1) The absolute surname frequencies in a given province p (F ip ) were weighted by the natural logarithm of the corresponding population size as estimated from the data (N p ):
(1) By this step we were able to scale surname frequencies according to population sizes. The logarithmic procedure is related to the fact that the population sizes of various provinces vary by different orders of magnitude; a simple division by Np would have led to an increased, and erroneous, attribution of many surnames to those provinces that have a small population size.
(2) The surname frequencies f ip were weighted a second time by their absolute frequencies in the whole set of P Italian provinces by subdividing them by their per-surname sum: 
The latter step is meant to normalize the relative surname frequency as if all surnames had the same absolute frequencies. W ip values were subsequently arranged in vectors (one per surname) and analyzed with the SOMs algorithm.
The Algorithm and the Software.
In a neural network, different neurons specialize to represent different types of input-vectors. In other words, the neural network grid (map visible in Figure 2 A/B/C/D) is composed of cells that correspond to reference-vectors, which, through a learning process, mathematically adapt their components to the input-vectors that, progressively, are linked (mapped) to the most similar reference vectors encountered during the analysis. Several inputs can be associated with the same reference vector, thus giving rise to clusters. The key process, the adaptation of the map to the data, is governed by a neighborhood function. It means that when a reference-vector is "hit" by a similar input-vector, its vector components adapt to the input and so do neighboring reference-vectors. The adaptation process occurs with an intensity and a radius governed by the neighborhood function. The overall procedure results in the differentiation of the map-space: (a) identical input-vectors are mapped to the same neuron, (b) slightly different ones to close neurons, while (c) very different input-vectors are mapped far from each other, and (d) extremely different input-vectors are mapped at the highest distance allowed by the map, that is opposite corners. A full description of the method is provided by the author (Kohonen 1982 (Kohonen , 1984 and, concerning another application to surnames, by Manni et al. (2005) . All the analyses were performed using the software R (R Development Core Team, 2008) . SOMs have been computed by using the software library "kohonen" (Wehrens and Buydens 2007) .
Setting of the SOMs Map.
The size of the map is defined by the user and determines the maximum number of different clusters (for example a 6 ϫ 6 map yields 36 possible clusters). It can happen that only few inputs are mapped to given cells, that is, to the reference-vectors that define the vectorial properties of Tables 1 and 2 . The intensity of the frequency peak is variable (see the grayscale at the bottom). Four maps are enlarged in Figure 3 . As the figure is quite big, we divided it into four parts (A, B, C, D). Cells to which the text refers can be identified by their X and Y coordinates. To increase readability, the X axes run downward. By carefully analyzing the figure, a pattern of geographical distribution of surnames emerges; it is typical of SOMs. Roughly, close clusters correspond to surnames having similar distributions and vice versa. , several trials were necessary in order to achieve a good compromise between detail and synthesis. A map too small yields clusters grouping together surnames whose origin is in several neighboring provinces without a distinction between them, whereas a map too big yields many uninformative empty clusters and separates surnames belonging to a given province in too many unnecessary clusters. We wanted each province represented by at least a cluster (cell), and the optimal map had a size of 20 ϫ 20 cells. The parameters of the analysis (radius, neighborhood function, learning rate function, etc.) were chosen according to the recommendations of Dr. Samuel Kaski (personal communication) . The radius of the neighborhood function was set at 11 cells (half of the map plus one); the learning rate (␣) was set to 0.05 and 0.01 for the first and second training procedure, respectively. The final clustering was obtained by inputting 1000 times the entire corpus of input vectors to the map. Specific clusters (cells) of the 20 ϫ 20 SOM of Figure 2 will be referred to by their row and column coordinates (x;y). As the 20 ϫ 20 map is too big to be printed on a single page, it has been split into four sections (Figure 2 A/B/C/D). In Table 3 we provide evidence for the number of surnames clustered in the 400 cells. The small maps of Italy visible in Figure 2 correspond to a geographical frequency plot of the whole group of surnames clustered together in each cell. Once the plot was obtained (some maps are enlarged in Figure 3) , it was very easy, by a simple and straightforward visual inspection, to distinguish the clusters corresponding to surnames whose geographic origin was unambiguous and located within a welldefined province (monophyletic surnames) from those not compatible with a single geographic origin (polyphiletic surnames). The 400 maps of Figure 2 were visually analyzed in this way and the results are reported in Table 3 .
Migration Matrices.
To estimate the migratory flows, we compared the SOMs-inferred geographic origin of surnames to their present-day distribution by a migration matrix model (Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza 1968) . A migration matrix is a formal representation of population mobility (here the population of the 95 Italian provinces plus the Republic of San Marino) across one or more generations (approximately 16 generations by considering a generation every 25 years in the 400 years time depth of Italian surnames). Data were organized in a 96 ϫ 96 migration matrix (M), where rows represent the provinces of origin of surnames, and columns represent their current location. In this way, the Mij element of the matrix M corresponds to individuals bearing a surname that historically originated in the province i and currently residing in the province j. Such M matrix was then transformed in a forward matrix F, by subdividing each element of M by the row sum (row-stochastic matrix), and in a backward matrix B by subdividing each element of M by the column sum (column-stochastic matrix). The F matrix tells to which provinces emigration took place. The B The genetic background is highly mixed.
Many immigrants came from outside.
The original population and their descendants massively emigrated. The area is a corridor with a high turnover of the population.
B Low
Few immigrants came from outside.
High
The original population and their descendants massively emigrated.
The genetic background is autochthonous even though the dispersal to other areas was high. Situation typical of unattractive areas.
C High Low
The genetic background is highly mixed.
Many immigrants came from outside. The original population and their descendants did not move.
The area is highly attractive.
D Low
Low
The original population and their descendants did not move.
The genetic background is autochthonous and the dispersal to other areas was limited. Situation typical of self-sufficient isolated areas. a. In the first line of each cell, we report the probable geographic origin of the corresponding cluster of surnames by province (see Table 1 for the codes) after visual inspection of the corrected frequency gradients plotted in the 400 geographical maps of Figure 2 ) we show clusters of surnames whose original geographical origin cannot be assessed because their frequency peak falls in a wide area. Such surnames are called polyphiletic, that is having had multiple independent origins. (C) concerns regional polyphiletic surnames (Piedmont); whereas (D) shows macroregional polyphiletic surnames (all southern Italy besides Sardinia). Regional polyphiletic surnames are quite frequent in Italy and point to long-lasting regional socio-cultural identities and dialects. Polyphiletic cells are marked as "PF" in the first line of the cells of Table 3 ; otherwise the province of origin is reported according to the codes of Table 1 . S is the number of surnames clustered in the SOM cell and N is the total number of individuals bearing one of the S surnames.
matrix is somewhat complementary, it tells from which provinces the migratory flow to a given province took place. Analytically, we define
where f ii and b ii are the diagonal elements of the F and B matrices, respectively. In this way, dF and dB coefficients provide information about the dispersal outside the province of origin of given surnames (male lineages) and of the amount of immigrants to that province (Table 1) . We invite the reader to pay careful attention to the definition of the dF and dB indexes as they will be extensively mentioned throughout the article. Province-specific migration patterns were estimated according to the nondiagonal values of the M matrix and geographic distances between couples of Italian provinces were prepared in a square distance matrix (G).
Mean emigration distances were calculated as:
and mean immigration distances were obtained as:
where m ij are the elements of the M matrix and g ij are the elements of the G matrix.
To clarify the meaning of dF and dB parameters and illustrate their possible combinations, we invite the reader to consult Table 2 .
Control Method: The Frequency-Based Approach. The ways to analyze
Italian family names (processed as genetic markers) and the methods to infer their probable geographic origin have been widely published by some of us (AL, OF, GZ) (Piazza et al. 1987; Zei et al. 1983 Zei et al. , 1993 Zei et al. , 2003 . The first studies, about the geographic structure of Sardinian surnames, have shown that more than two-thirds of them were scattered on very small areas around the highest frequency locations. As a consequence, these surnames were classified as monophyletic. Additional linguistic data confirmed or improved the results obtained by geographical analysis. The experience acquired on Sardinian data allowed one to better address peninsular Italy.
Two databases were available: (1) the surnames of husbands and wives reported in 540,000 consanguineous marriage acts celebrated from 1910 and 1970 in the 280 Italian dioceses and (2) the list of telephone subscribers of the year 1993 (already mentioned) that accounts for 332,525 different surnames whose frequencies were available by commune, province, and region. From their distribution in these administrative subdivisions, their dispersion and attribution to a probable area of origin were achieved.
Surnames whose frequencies were higher than 50% in a region and, within that region, higher than 50% in a given province were copied in a new database meant to include surnames highly likely to be monophyletic and autochthonous of that province. Such inference was validated by taking into account the geographic distribution of surnames provided by the acts about consanguineous marriages.
Further, a third crosscheck of the reliability of the inferred geographic origin of surnames consisted of the analysis of the orographic, historical, and linguistic features of Italian provinces as they were likely to reveal the existence of possible genetic isolates inside the artificial administrative boundaries of the provinces (database copyright of the Italian scientific institution Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, CNR).
In conclusion, 49,117 surnames were consistent with a monophyletic origin and were traced back to a reliable geographic origin. The results of the General Method were compared to such 49,117 surnames.
Results
Reading the Map. As we mentioned in the Methods, the cells of the SOM (Figure 2 A/B/C/D, Table 3 ) that correspond to monophyletic surnames exhibit a geographic distribution whose maximum frequency is located inside one single province, whereas polyphyletic surnames have wider geographical origins. Given that provinces are geometrically complex areas and not immaterial sample points, it is perfectly conceivable that a given cluster of monophyletic surnames may have its geographical and historical origin in an area located across the border of two or more neighboring provinces. For this reason, we considered clusters of surnames to have had a monophyletic origin even when their peak of frequency concerned two or three neighboring provinces. In such case, we attributed the "shared" cluster to all the involved provinces with equal probability. For example, if the geographic origin of the surnames in a given cell of the map appears to be in two neighboring provinces (let's say Pavia and Milan), we randomly partitioned such surnames in two sets accounting for 50% of them each and attributed, following the example, one to Pavia and the other to Milan. This step may not sound orthodox, but the bias introduced is of little influence as the geographic attribution still remains within a radius of 50 kilometers from the real geographic origin that we could not very precisely assess. This aspect will be further discussed in the last section of the article about the limitations of the General Method. Concerning the map, on average, there are 3.28 clusters (cells) corresponding to the same province, and the inspection of corresponding maps reported in Figure 2 A/B/C/D shows that the geographic distribution of some surnames belonging to a same province can exhibit different patterns (Figure 3 ). This phenomenon points to the existence of geographical substructures that we are not addressing; they are related to the political nature of the borders of many provinces. Interestingly, the general topology of SOM clearly mirrors the geography of the Italian peninsula as the x-axis corresponds to a North-South direction (Figure 2 A/B/C/D).
Monophyletic versus Polyphyletic Surnames. 315 of the 400 cells of the map displayed in Figure 2 A/B/C/D (78.75%) correspond to 58,906 family names (76.06% of the total) that, in turn, correspond to 7,713,027 telephone subscribers (43.87% of the telephone users accounted for by the database). As a consequence, a same monophyletic surname is shared, on average, by 131 Ϯ 82 telephone users. 62 of the 400 cells of the map (15.5%) are clusters of polyphyletic surnames. They correspond to 16,307 family names (21.05% of the total) and identify 9,488,993 telephone users (53.98% of the total), meaning that 582 Ϯ 345 individuals share each of them, on average. Finally 20 cells, corresponding to 2,238 surnames shared by 377,871 individuals (2.15% of the total), show geographic distributions incompatible both with a monophyletic and a polyphyletic surname origin (e.g., they show several peaks of frequency in different regions). Such "dubious" clusters were excluded from following analyses. A posteriori we find this bias of little importance. As examples, we invite the reader to check the cell X ϭ 9, Y ϭ 11 ( Figure 2C ), where three peaks of frequency occur in the provinces of CA-Cagliari, AT-Asti and CZ-Catanzaro, and the cell X ϭ 7, Y ϭ 17 ( Figure 2C ), where two peaks of frequency occur in the provinces of AO-Aosta and BL-Belluno. To conclude, three cells (X ϭ 7, Y ϭ 9 and X ϭ 8, Y ϭ 16 in Figure 2A ; X ϭ 8, Y ϭ 17 in Figure 2C ) are empty, meaning that there are no input-vectors (surnames) linked to them. More details are reported in Table 3 .
Differently from The Netherlands (Manni et al. 2005) , Italian polyphyletic surnames are rather regional. Some of them cover wide areas like the whole North (X ϭ 15, Y ϭ 7 in Figure 2B ), the South (X ϭ 11, Y ϭ 17 in Figure 2D ), or the Centre (X ϭ 16, Y ϭ 8 in Figure 2B ). Other polyphyletic surnames are distributed within single regions like Lombardy (X ϭ 2, Y ϭ 3 in Figure 2A ), Piedmont (X ϭ 3, Y ϭ 19 in Figure 2C ), Sicily (X ϭ 18, Y ϭ 19 in Figure 2D ), or Sardinia (X ϭ 7, Y ϭ 11 in Figure 2C ).
If more than half of the Italians might bear polyphyletic surnames (53.98% according to the database analyzed), this percentage is geographically highly variable (Table 1) , ranging from the 21.92% of BZ-Bolzano (Northeast) to the 70.94% of OR-Oristano (Sardinia). Noteworthy, the highest rate of surnames with a polyphyletic origin is found in Sardinia, whereas the lowest percentages are found in provinces located near the border dividing Italy from neighboring countries (AO-Aosta 34.11%, TS-Trieste 30.92%, GO-Gorizia 29.74%).
Validation of the Methodology. The main purpose of this article is to validate the General Method to Unravel Ancient Population Structures Through Surnames (General Method), which, by analyzing the present-day frequency distribution of family names, enables the detection of their historic geographic origin.
When the General Method was first applied to Dutch material (Manni et al. 2005) , the results were compared to historical census data. The number of surnames having had their origin in the different provinces was found highly correlated to almost contemporary census data (beginning of the 19th century). Such agreement was considered sufficient to validate the Self-Organizing approach. Unfortunately, the same census-based validation cannot be applied to Italian surnames as the unification of many preexisting independent Republics and Kingdoms gave birth to the Italian nation two or three centuries later than the spread and adoption of surnames, meaning that older census reports are uneven in time and space because each pre-Italian State had its own way to collect the data. Therefore, to validate the present analyses, we adopted a different approach, that is to measure the overlap existing between (1) the number and geographic origin of the monophyletic surnames obtained by the SOM algorithm and (2) the results independently and previously obtained with the supervised method described in the last section of the Methods and called The frequency-based approach. With the General Method, 59,006 probable monophyletic surnames were identified, whereas the frequency-based approach yielded 49,117 of them. This discrepancy can be largely explained, considering that 11,305 surnames were not processed in the frequency-based approach because their frequency, inside a single region, was lower than 50% (see last section of the Methods). With respect to this restriction, we note that one of the advantages of the General Method over the frequency-based approach is that arbitrary frequency thresholds, like the cutoff at 50% just mentioned, are not needed.
To come to the validation, we think that a better way to compare the results of the two methods is to say that 47,761 of 49,117 surnames listed as monophyletic and specific of a given province with the frequency-based approach were equally predicted to be so with the General Method (97% overlap).
Population Mobility
Emigration (dF). By knowing where surnames started to be in use and looking at their present-day distribution, we can measure the emigration rate (dF) of the descendants of the Medieval/Renaissance Italian population in subsequent times until the year 1993 (our database of telephone subscribers is updated to that year). In Table 1 we report, province by province, dF values that are visually displayed in Figure 4 . Low values of dF indicate that a large proportion of those surnames that are autochthonous of a province remain today, in their majority, where they were adopted centuries ago, thus implying that the male descendants of the Middle Ages/Renaissance stock of the population did not emigrate much in the following four centuries. This is the case of many provinces located in the northern part of the country (BZ-Bolzano 22.14%, AO-Aosta 25.08%, TNTrento 38.40%, PD-Padova 38.40%), of big attractive metropolises (TO-Turin 31.70%, RM-Rome 35.99%, MI-Milan 38.26%) and of CA-Cagliari (31.39%) in Sardinia. The opposite phenomenon (high dF values, see Table 1 ) implies high emigration rates of the descendants of the original population, like in Tuscany (in particular LI-Livorno 77.23%, GR-Grosseto 72.94%, AR-Arezzo 69.82%, PIPisa 67.33%, SI-Siena 67.23%) and some provinces located in the valley of the river Po in northern Italy (e.g., AT-Asti 73.19%, CR-Cremona 72.48%, MNMantova 69.57%). Nevertheless, the high values of dF do not tell anything about the range of emigration distances over the time, as emigration movements could have been very local and directed to neighboring provinces or of a wider range Table 1 . dF values (A) correspond to the number of telephone subscribers having a surname autochthonous of a province and living in it. Low percentages mean that the autochthonous remained in the area and, vice versa, high percentages correspond to massive emigration of them. dB values (B) correspond to the number of individuals bearing, within each province, a surname that comes from other provinces (non-autochthonous). High values correspond to major Italian cities like TO-Turin, MI-Milan, RM-Rome, the cost of Tuscany, and a part of Liguria (see Figure  1 for geographical details). Southern Italy has not been the destination of many immigrants. dF and dB values correspond to different aspects of the contemporary Italian population, and a synthesis can be obtained by considering them together as is visible in Figure 6 . As dF values just tell if the descendants of the original population emigrated outside the province of origin but do not say how far they went, we provide additional detail in the third map (C) where mean emigration distances are reported by province. The figure shows that long-distance emigration concerns southern Italy (including Sardinia and Sicily), whereas emigrants from northern and central provinces did not go very far. More detailed evidence is provided in Figure 5 . In the last map (D) we provide a migratory balance showing which provinces increased their surname diversity and population and which ones lost population diversity and surnames as a consequence of emigration to other areas. Piedmont, Liguria, TO-Turin, MI-Milan, BO-Bologna, FO-Florence, and RM-Rome attracted many immigrants, the other areas did not. We note that none of the phenomena displayed in (A), (B), (C), and (D) can be dated; they took place between the establishment and spread of surnames, at least four centuries ago, and present times as sandwich of undefined phases that the General Method cannot help to identify. Provinces codes are reported in Figure 1 .
and directed to very distant regions. To provide a better insight, the mean emigration distance (d i ) from each province is reported in Table 1 and visualized in Figure 4 . At first glance, it appears that emigrants from southern Italy and Sicily migrated much farther than emigrants from other areas of the country. A more refined analysis is obtained by dissecting the whole migratory outflow from each province by distance classes (0Ϫ100 km; 101Ϫ200 km; 201Ϫ300 km; 301Ϫ400 km; 401Ϫ500 km; 501Ϫ600 km; 601Ϫ700 km; 701Ϫ800 km; 801Ϫ900 km; 901Ϫ1,000 km; 1,001Ϫ1,100 km; 1,101Ϫ1,200 km-data not presented). By transforming, province by province, the number of migrants in each distance class into the elements of a vector (12 elements in total, one for each distance class), we can summarize their variability in a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plot ( Figure 5 ). This analysis just gives general trends as the geographic location of the different provinces in the Italian peninsula influences the respective upper bounds of emigration distance. For example, from the very North, it is possible to migrate to the very South by traveling 1,200 km, but from a province located in the center of the peninsula, the maximum displacement is about 600 km. Another limit of the analysis is related to provinces located in Sardinia as some emigration-distance classes remain empty because they correspond to the sea. Also, we were unable to take into account international migrations as we did not analyze foreign databases of surnames, meaning that emigration concerning provinces located at the northern borders of Italy is likely to be underestimated. Even with such proviso, the plot of Figure 5 suggests the existence of three main emigration patterns that are described below.
(1) Isolation-by-Distance. Such pattern is typical of provinces from which emigration took place on a local scale (most frequent distance class: 0Ϫ100 km) 5 . By comparing the present-day distribution of Italian surnames to their inferred origins (see Table 2 ), we can dissect emigration from each Italian province by distance classes. To this end, we ranked emigration movements by distance class (0Ϫ100 km, 101Ϫ200 km, etc.) and input such vectors in a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plotted in the upper part of the figure. Three major clusters corresponding to three patterns are visible: GravityDeformed (A) Isolation-by-Distance (B), and Long Distance (C). At the bottom of the figure we have represented three provinces that well represent such patterns, respectively SO-Sondrio, Bg-Bergamo, and RC-Reggio Calabria. From the provinces belonging to the (A) cluster, emigration took place to areas more distant than the immediate vicinity, similarly to orbit deviations of a satellite caused by another planet. From the provinces of the (B) cluster, emigration was mainly directed to very close areas. The last cluster (C) corresponds to long-distance emigration and concerns southern provinces. This pattern is likely to be recent and related to the mechanization of transports. More details are reported in the text as further interesting geographical patterns are found within clusters. Fully spelled names of provinces are reported in Table 1. with a general motif corresponding to a negative exponential decrease of emigrants with the increase of the distance as it is expected under a diffusionist isolation-by-distance hypothesis. Such pattern exclusively corresponds to provinces located in Northern and Central Italy, that is, to the regions called Piedmont and Lombardy, to a part of Triveneto, to the central part of Tuscany, and to provinces located between Latium and the Adriatic coast (see Figure 5 , chart B).
(2) Gravity Deformed. This pattern is similar to the previous one, but here the second or the third distance class of emigration (101Ϫ200 km, 201Ϫ300 km) prevails over the first one (0Ϫ100 km), suggesting that emigrants moved a little further than their immediate neighborhood because they were attracted by an interesting destination (e.g., a rich city). Such "gravity-deformed" cluster largely corresponds to almost all the provinces of Northern and Central Italy that do not belong to the first group (see Figure 5 , chart A).
(3) Long-Distance Emigration. This pattern is characterized by emigration movements that totally contrast with the isolation-by-distance scenario as the majority of emigrants moved to very distant provinces. Besides two northeastern areas (like TS-Trieste and UD-Udine), this pattern concerns all the provinces south of Latium, including Sardinia and Sicily ( Figure 5 , chart C).
Immigration. Immigration rates toward a province (dB) are reported in Table  1 and plotted in Figure 4 . . Another way to capture the essence of Italian migration flows is to look at Table 2 and Figure 6 , where provinces are plotted on two axes that correspond to the Table 1 . A separate visual analysis of dF and dB is provided in Figure 4 . By interpreting the plot according to Table 2 , it is possible to identify autochthonous, isolated, attractive, and "corridor" areas. Fully spelled names of provinces are reported in Table 1. values of dB and dF. As we noted, different areas can be classified as (1) unattractive (many emigrants/few immigrants), (2) attractive (few emigrants/many immigrants), (3) corridor (many emigrants/many immigrants), and (4) self-sufficient/isolated (few emigrants/few immigrants). If a biaxial dB versus dF plot ( Figure 6 ) shows a rather continuous topology that makes difficult the use of schematic categories, we can classify Rome, Milan, and Turin as attractive areas, being the provinces located between the last two cities passageway areas. This is not unexpected as Milan and Turin are located rather close to each other, and migrations from one city to the other have probably been very frequent, especially in modern times, given that their industrial areas overlap. Similarly, the entire coastline from Rome to France can be defined as a corridor. Clearly, unattractive areas are located in the very South (TR-Trapani, RG-Ragusa, RC-Reggio Calabria), while self-sufficient/isolated provinces correspond to the Trentino-Alto Adige (TN-Trento, BZ-Bolzano), a region located in the very North in a mountainous area, and to the regional capital of Sardinia CA-Cagliari. To conclude, we note that the group that geographically makes more sense, and has the highest number of provinces belonging to it, is the corridor cluster. We find the plot of Figure 6 more satisfactory than Figure 4 because, while not hiding the complexity of the results, it provides a higher level of synthesis.
Discussion
Advantages and Limitations of the General Method. The purposes of this article are (1) to infer the geographic origin of a vast majority of Italian surnames; (2) to compare SOM-based results with those independently obtained by some of us (AL, OF, GZ) through a supervised method; (3) to distinguish polyphyletic and monophyletic surnames, and finally (4) to depict migrations that occurred in Italy since the times of surname introduction. Let us start from the second point. As we have shown, the overlap of results obtained with the General Method and those obtained with the frequency-based method is 97%. We already pointed out that the SOMs-based General Method, being an unsupervised heuristic method, is occasionally prone to different errors: 1) Polyphyletic family names can be recognized as monophyletic. An example is related to surnames given to abandoned children in specific areas (like "Esposito" in Naples or "Martinetti" in Milan) that can be grouped with monophyletic surnames specific of Naples and Milan even though they concern unrelated individuals.
2) Monophyletic surnames characterized by low frequencies and a sparse geographic distribution can be clustered in the SOMs output among polyphyletic family names. To minimize the error, as mentioned in the methodological section, we excluded the surnames whose absolute frequency in the database was lower than 20 occurrences. Anyway, following a conservative approach, we considered "dubious" all the clusters of surnames characterized by frequency peaks in different regions. They correspond to a very limited number of individuals (2.15% of the total) whose surname has an equal probability of being monophyletic or polyphyletic. We are reasonably confident that their exclusion does not significantly bias any of the results discussed in this article as the distribution of such surnames is quite random. Concenring monophyletic family names, drift and founder effect phenomena can interfere with the attribution of a correct geographic origin to a surname. When families split into two or more branches that establish in different places, it can happen that the original branch dies out and that the geographic origin of that surname is assigned to the area where the branch survives.
To come back to the validation of the General Method, we can consider that the 3% discrepancy between our unsupervised results and those emerging from the supervised approach accounts for the sources of error listed above. Such discrepancy is negligible, and we conclude that the General Method outputs correct and reliable results. The General Method can be generalized to other areas without the need of further validations.
Concerning Italy, population mobility is unquestionably the main force that shaped the current surname distribution. Drift and founder effect phenomena, disturbing factors that are typical at micro-geographic scales or when the population size is low (Darlu et al. 2001) , are not detectable. The explanation probably relies on our methodology: instead of smaller operational units, we have analyzed whole provinces (in general rather populous), and the SOMs analysis was preceded by a weighting procedure taking into account the size of each province. The latter caution has minimized drift and founder effects and decreased the probability of erroneous geographic attributions. Nevertheless, a weakness related to the use of whole provinces is that surnames whose geographic origin is located at the borders of two (or three) neighboring ones cannot be confidently attributed to one of them (13.45% of the total number of surnames, that is 7942). If our choice to randomly attribute a half (or a third) of them to each neighboring province still provides reasonably good evidence of their original location, it interferes with the exact estimation of the migratory flows visually described in Figure 5 .
Polyphyletism. Polyphyletic surnames are confusing as they lead to overestimated levels of co-ancestry and hamper studies meant to associate specific Y-chromosome lineages to given surnames. We show that polyphyletism is a major phenomenon in Italy, as more than half (53.98%) of the whole population sample bears polyphyletic surnames. This rate is 2-fold when compared to the one measured in The Netherlands with similar methods (Manni et al. 2005) . Another peculiarity of Italy is that some of the most frequent polyphyletic surnames can have a regional diffusion. The regional polyphyletism of Italy implies that even surnames with multiple origins can convey a certain geographic signal, thus mirroring the existence of distinct cultural areas that may be related, or reflected, by the different dialects spoken in the country and to its political history. As already mentioned, surnames are a specific part of language, and a same surname with a general meaning like "peasant" can be spelled "Massai" in the South and "Campagnolo" in the North, both being polyphyletic ones. This phenomenon is apparent in Sardinia, a region that has the highest proportion of polyphyletic surnames of all Italy and, interestingly, some of the most divergent dialects. Nevertheless, linguistic differences are insufficient to explain the observed regionalism of polyphyletic surnames, as many of them would be spelled almost in the same way all over the Italian peninsula, what very often does not happen. The fact that their distribution appears to be regional points to more complex socio-demographic and historical dynamics that go beyond the purposes of this paper (for a more general overview of them, see Darlu et al. 2012 ).
Mobility of Italian Populations since the Late Middle Ages: Geographic Overview. Our results, on average, suggest that less than a half of the Italians (dF ϭ 55.22% Ϯ 10.63%) still live where their male ancestors were established at the time of surname introduction, that is at least four centuries ago. More in detail, large migratory flows from the South and, to a lesser extent, from the Northeast, were directed to the city of Rome and to the surroundings of Turin and Milan (check Table  1 and Figures 4 and 6) . A large part of such migrations took place after the establishment of a unified Italian state (1861), when Rome became the capital city and industrialization started. Further, our results highlight major emigration from mountainous areas toward the plains with some exceptions shown by the negative migratory balance observed in a part of the Adriatic coast (CH-Chieti, AP-Ascoli Piceno, etc.). Negative values, unexpectedly, also concern the Po valley (FE-Ferrara, PC-Piacenza, RE-Reggio Emilia) and may be explained by demographic phenomena that occurred before the unification of Italy (1861).
Interestingly, regions like Tuscany and Latium show dB values as high as 79.86% (GR-Grosseto), meaning that a great part of their present-day inhabitants does not bear autochtonous surnames. The reverse situation can be found in the northeastern macroregion called Triveneto (formed by three regions named Veneto, Trentino Alto Adige, and Friuli Venezia Giulia; see Figure 1 ). As far as surnames are concerned, Triveneto appears to be among the most autochthonous areas of the country. In fact, those northeastern provinces were characterized by high-emigration and low-immigration rates with a migratory balance (MB, Table 1 and Figure 4 ) that is generally negative. We mentioned Triveneto because this region is characterized by a strong cultural cohesion mirrored by a certain self-assessed "identity" that, partly, relies on its well-preserved and lively dialects. According to a same self-assessed identity, a large proportion of the current population of Latium and Tuscany could have been expected to be largely autochthonous. For example, Tuscany is historically well-known for having been peopled by the Etruscans (an important pre-Roman Italian people) and has a special cultural prominence because its dialect was adopted in the 19th century as the official language of Italy. Despite such facts, our surname analyses deny any major "autochthony" to the population of Tuscany as shown by its high dF and dB values (Table 1; Figure 4 , Figure 6 ). Tuscany, together with northern Latium and Liguria, has been a corridor area (Figure 6 ). We are stressing this finding because it has a special relevance on the genetic side.
Similarly to Triveneto, southern regions experienced massive emigration flows (see the negative MB values in Table 1 and Figure 4 ) which have not been counterbalanced by any significant immigration event-a result expected, considering the persistent economical weaknesses of this part of Italy. Very low dB values (Table 1; Figure 4 ) indicate that southern Italy is the most "surname-autochthonous" area of the whole country, and a contemporary random surname sampling of its population would largely mirror the Y-chromosome variability of the populations here established four centuries ago, if not before. For example, dB values tell that a random individual sampled in the province of RA-Ragusa, RC-Reggio-Calabria, or LE-Lecce would bear one of the surnames autochthonous of the region with a probability of 74%, 76%, and 81%, respectively.
Mobility of Italian Populations since the Late Middle Ages: General
Patterns. The emigration patterns to other provinces that are mentioned in the Results section (Isolation-by-Distance, Gravity Deformed, and Long Distancesee Figure 5 ) represent a sandwich of phenomena that took place over four centuries with an unknown tempo, and unfortunately do not provide evidence for back-migration phenomena. We suggest that the Isolation by Distance patterns are the result of population diffusion that took place over a long time and largely correspond to the short migrations associated to marriages (Darlu et al. 2012) . Differently, the Gravity-Deformed and Long-Distance patterns are probably related to the 20th century's social changes of the country (urbanization, industrialization, abandonment of mountainous and rural areas) and to the advent of mechanized transportation. Such documented massive migratory flows overlap with the migrations of previous times that very likely were shaped by Isolation-by-Distance phenomena (IBD).
Perspectives of Investigation
A deeper level of dissection of Italian surname structures is still possible as there are, on average, more than 3 clusters (cells) in Figure 2 corresponding to each province. We analyzed the data set at a provincial level (95 units plus the Republic of San Marino), but the number of operational units could be multiplied by a factor of 80 by addressing a smaller administrative division, that is the more than 8000 Italian communes (Comuni). This task is challenging both in terms of computational power and in terms of synthesis, as a number of microregional bottlenecks and founder effect phenomena will become apparent, together with an increased effect of geography. Once this tremendous task is completed, it will be possible to identify numerous isolates that, genetically tested, can lead to a more accurate molecular cartography of the Y-chromosome variability of the country. It goes without saying that, to provide a satisfactory discussion and interpretation of highlighted patterns, a strong level of integration between many anthropological disciplines is required.
In the same vein, we have great expectations from the results of a future Y-chromosome DNA study of the Italian population conducted on autochthonous surnames. The bearers of any surname typical of the area they inhabit have high chances to be a representative subset of the Middle Ages and Renaissance Italian population thus showing that the Y-chromosome variability of four centuries ago was dissimilar from the one observed today. As an example, the population of some parts of Tuscany is believed to descend from the Etruscans, an important pre-Roman people that was established in the region in the Iron Age. This is why Guimaraes et al. (2009) expected to find a strong Etruscan mitochondrial DNA signature in contemporary Tuscans but did not. By referring to ancient Medioeval DNA samples, they interpreted the lack of genealogical continuity as the result of extensive demographic change occurred before AD 1000. In agreement with such authors, our analyses on patrilineal surnames show that few inhabitants of Tuscany are "autochthonous" of the region. We suggest that the extensive demographic change mentioned by Guimaraes et al. (2009) about the female line, later (after the introduction of surnames) has concerned the male line as well, thus weakening the chances to detect any signature of a far past, including the Etruscans. The example above is reported only to highlight the wide variety of research questions the General Method may help to address.
To conclude, we note that the historical root of surnames does not allow conclusions prior to their origin in the late Middle Ages. Nevertheless and besides the potential application of ancient DNA methods, it is true that any Y-chromosome genetic structure inferred by using a sampling scheme derived from the results of the General Method will reveal, better than other methods, the genetic variability of the past.
